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MELBOURNE TRAINING INTERNATIONAL


BETTER ENGLISH 

BETTER OPPORTUNITIES


MTI, formally known as Melbourne Training Associates, is an online English training centre which provides quality training in TESOL, CELTA certifications and tailored programmes to improve business English for skilled professionals. 
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English Programs


MTI offers the Cambridge University CELTA (high quality TESOL course), tailored business English training for teams and individuals, and free online general English classes















CELTA courses


MTI, authorized by Cambridge University, offers the CELTA course and connects graduates with teaching jobs locally and internationally
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Business English


Tailored programmes for teams and individuals with free assessments and customised lessons based on our clients’ needs.
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Free English Classes


Online English lessons taught by our trainee teachers and supervised by qualified and experienced tutors.
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Articles
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Teach


What is the Difference Between CELTA and the Cert IV in TESOL?			
When stepping into the field of English Language Teaching (ELT), it’s paramount to acquire a credible, widely-recognized qualification that will set you on the path



Read More »		
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Teach


Why Study CELTA at MTI			
Gateway to Global English Teaching In the English teaching world, certain certifications command respect, offer versatile career paths, and open doors to opportunities on a



Read More »		
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Teach


End of Year Newsletter			
Download newsletter



Read More »		









Being a proud Wiradjuri woman, and international travel fiend, my passion for language and culture is deeply ingrained.
I chose MTI for the flexible study options. I was astounded by how much I learned over the 12-week term.  I am immensely grateful to the endlessly supportive and vastly knowledgeable tutors, for providing advice and critiques more useful than any I have received in the past.
The experience was undoubtedly challenging, but the value cannot be understated. I really am confident that these skills and techniques will carry me to better times and places.
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Free SobolewskOnline CELTA



I did an intensive CELTA course with MTI and am so happy with the whole process. Throughout the course I felt very supported by my tutors and fellow peers. I learnt, observed and practiced a variety of teaching techniques and methods. I found a job right after my course and have been applying all that I have learnt.

Thank you MTI!
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ErikaFulltime Online CELTA



I’m an experienced ESL teacher and my work was paying for me to take the CELTA. I assumed I’d have a pretty cruisy time of it on course, however, I was really surprised how much I didn’t actually know (or do). I should have taken the CELTA a very long time ago as I’ve wasted a lot of time and effort in my teaching not having followed their methodologies. I could not recommend the CELTA enough for anyone interested in English teaching, beginner or not. Barbara and Ron’s guidance was absolute top-
notch. I’m now confident that my students will benefit a lot from my lessons and my annual performance report will be better too.
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MitchOnline CELTA



Thank you for such a brilliant experience doing the CELTA course. I'm currently studying Arabic and Fine Arts at uni, and I'm using some of the skills I learned in the CELTA to run study sessions for my Arabic class with my peers. It's been really productive and successful. 

The course has also given me a lot of confidence not just in teaching, but in my personal life, too.
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NatalieCELTA student



The decision to pursue the CELTA course has undeniably been transformative for me, both personally and professionally. The wealth of knowledge I've gained is truly remarkable, thanks to Marie and Radwa. Especially Marie: She was truly amazing throughout the whole experience. Thinking about how much guidance and assistance she gave me makes me tear up. I'll never forget the immense help she gave me... she was always there, promptly answering my emails, helping me at every step.
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Lena SelhaFulltime Online CELTA
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MTI has a proven reputation for quality training through our dedicated and supportive team. Our vision is to provide enjoyable and effective learning experiences with measurable results in employment opportunities and career satisfaction.
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CONTACTS


Phone:


1300 321 102


E-mail:


info@melbtraining.com






Secure your spot


Next CELTA course starts on April 8th.
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